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Abstract: Transient phenomena and vortex structures throughout the mold are simulated using a
lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) coupled with large eddy simulation (LES) using a free surface
model under steady operating conditions. The accuracy of the LBM-LES model has been verified by
comparing the simulated velocities with published experimental values. The current work focuses
on the evolution of the vortex structure in internal flow inside the submerged entry nozzle (SEN)
jet flow and the turbulent flow near the wall of the mold. The results show various types of vortex
structures with different directions are presented during the jet impingement, including the “ring, rib,
and horseshoe”-like shaped vortices in the simulation, resulting in complex turbulent flow near the
wall of the mold. Vortices structures are then identified and compared by different vorticial criteria,
including vortex methods (ω), Q method, λ2 method (Lambda-2), ∆ method (Delta), and Ω method
(Omega). The formation, development, and dissipation of the vortex structures and their effects on
turbulence are investigated. The results indicate that the turbulent flow (viscosity) can reflect changes
in asymmetric vortices structures and flow patterns (via crossflow), which can reflect the periodical
flow in the mold. Flow oscillation frequencies are mainly concentrated in the range of 0.3 Hz in
this simulation. The oscillations are not a simple combination of frequency modes of crossflow
in the mold. These new studies can elucidate the mechanism of vortex structure distributions in
representative flow regions of the continuous casting mold.

Keywords: continuous casting; fluid dynamics; coherent vortices; numerical modeling

1. Introduction

Molten steel emerging from a submerged entry nozzle (SEN) presents transient char-
acteristics and flows into the mold cavity of the continuous caster. Various flow structures
significantly affect the quality of the final products. Some reviews of the multiphase phe-
nomena during continuous casting and their modeling have been published in recent
years [1–3]. Steelmakers have had to rely on plant trials and physical property measure-
ments on fluxes and steels to understand the mechanisms responsible for operational
process problems and product defects. Mathematical modeling has been proven to provide
us with insight into these mechanisms, including heat transfer, solidification, multiphase
turbulent flow, clogging, electromagnetic effects, complex interfacial behavior, particle
entrapment, etc. Some of these phenomena seem simple and may appear easy to control
through the main casting parameters; however, when combined, these phenomena exhibit
periodic fluctuations, which are both difficult to predict and control, giving rise to the
“butterfly effect” as seen in continuous casting over the extended length and time scales.

Further advances will require a better understanding of the fundamental behavior,
which is difficult to realize with experiments in this harsh environment. Many mathematical
models have investigated how turbulent structures exert a direct effect on solidification [4,5].
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Air aspiration through an SEN tube can cause reoxidation and leave nonmetallic inclusions
that may adhere to the refractory walls of the SEN, clogging the nozzle. Asymmetric jet
flow from a clogged nozzle causes excessive surface velocities and vorticial flow at the top
surface in the mold, resulting in slag entrainment within the steel pool. Instability at the
interface between the molten steel and surface slag can cause the jet to wobble, leading to
slag entrapment within the solidifying shell at the meniscus region. This surface defect
formation intensifies upon freezing of the meniscus and the accompanying formation
of subsurface hooks. The mushy zone and solid shell formed during solidification of a
continuous casting are mostly uneven, and this unevenness of shell growth may lead to
surface defects or breakout. Furthermore, particles such as argon gas bubbles, alumina
inclusions, and entrained slag droplets can be transported deep into the slab and captured
within the steel shell; this is closely related to defect formation in continuous steel casting.

Many numerical studies have covered the instabilities and possible asymmetry of the
melt flow in the mold of a continuous slab caster under the influence of a direct current
(DC) magnetic field (electromagnetic brakes (EMBrs)), which is the dominant flow-control
technique used to counteract the described undesired phenomena arising in continuous
casting. Vakhrushev [6] and Kharicha [7] showed how the restructuring of the coherent
turbulent structures causes the redistribution of the linear momentum of the melt flow
under the applied magnetic field. The generation of reverse meniscus flow can be explained
as a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effect: (1) the closure of the induced electric current
results in an acceleration in regions of weak velocities, which initiates the formation of an
opposite vortex close to the main jet; (2) this vortex develops in size at the expense of the
main vortex until it reaches the meniscus surface. That can lead to the acceleration of the
meniscus and to the formation of the reversal flow zones. Thomas and Cho [8–10] detailed
the action types and effects from the EMBr forces on the formation of solidification defects
in a continuous casting process.

The instantaneous turbulence and vortex structures play an essential role in many
complicated transfer phenomena; this has been studied by macroscopic mathematical
models coupled with the LES model, which provides more details of the instantaneous
turbulence. Many researchers simulated the transient flow and related phenomena in a
continuous caster using the LES model. Real et al. [11] studied the periodic flow behavior in
SEN using the LES model. Yuan et al. [12] identified “stair-step” jets using the LES models,
showing good agreement between the calculated and measured velocities using the LES and
experimental measurements. Liu et al. [13–17] further developed various computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) methods coupled with the LES model, an Euler–Euler approach, and
a scale-adaptive simulation method to simulate asymmetrical phenomena at both sides
of the mold. They have investigated the bubble, the strip feeding, the inhomogeneous
vorticity distribution inside the mold using the vorticity w. Previous research [18] further
extracted the coherent vortices from the asymmetric flow during the steady-state condition
of the continuous casting process using Q criterion that can better acquire structures present
at a mesoscale level. Recently, the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) has been widely used,
especially for complicated flow systems. This mesoscale approach combines the advantages
of the macro continuum model and the micromolecular dynamics method. The LBM model
coupled with the LES frame has been successfully applied to the continuous casting process.
Pirker et al. [19] predicted horizontally orientated secondary vortices and the gas bubble
threads in the deflection zone of SEN through hybrid finite volume and lattice Boltzmann
models. The simulation results prove that an LBM-LES mesoscopic model is verifiable and
acceptable modeling for predicting transient flows and demonstrating the method potential
in terms of complicated flow at very small scales, compared with the Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes equations (RANS) that only can obtain time-averaged variables.

It is necessary to determine vortex structures in turbulent flow and obtain asymmetric
patterns through various vortices criteria, and these mechanisms need to be further elu-
cidated. The research on the relationship between the vorticial structures in typical flow
regions in the continuous casting mold is not comprehensive. The asymmetrical exchange
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of the vorticial structures on the turbulent flow and periodic mirror-like images are unclear.
Based on the prospective merits of different vorticial criteria, this study focuses on coher-
ent structures in typical flow in the mold using LBM-LES models. The influences of the
solidification, mold slag and argon bubbles on the molten steel flow are not considered in
the simulation. The LBM-LES model is established to simulate the transient flow of molten
steel with a free surface model. The applicability of the model is validated by comparing
the simulated results with the velocity profiles measured experimentally. Various vortex
structures are identified and compared by different vorticial criteria, including vortex
method w, Q method, λ2 method (Lambda-2), ∆ method (Delta), and Ω method (Omega).
Thereafter, the evolution of coherent vortices in typical flow regions inside the mold is
investigated, turbulent flow around the vortex structures and the frequency arising from
crossflow inside the mold are also studied.

2. Model Formulation
2.1. LBM Model

Lattice Boltzmann Method is given by [20]:

fi(x + ci, t + δt)− fi(x, t) =
1

τLB
( fi(x, t)− fi

eq(x, t)) +
→
F i (1)

where ci represents the discrete lattice velocities, δ denotes the time step, fi(x, t) is the

discretized distribution functions, τLB represents the dimensionless relaxation time,
→
F is

the gravitational force adopted into the LBM model, and fi
eq(x, t) is Maxwell distribution

equilibrium function given by:

fi
eq(x, t) = ρwi

[
1 +

ci · u
C2

s
+

(ci · u)2

2C4
s
− u2

2C2
s

]
(2)

where Cs is the sound speed.
wi is weight according to the lattice discretization, and i is a range from 0 to 18,

as follows:

wi =


1
3 i = 0
1
18 i = 1− 6
1
36 i = 7− 8

 (3)

The model D3Q19 is applied for the LBM model, and the collision operator employs
the Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook (BGK) model with a single relaxation time [21].

The macroscopic quantities are calculated by taking the moments of distribution functions:

ρ = ∑
i

fi (4)

ρu = ∑
i

ci fi (5)

where ρ is the macroscopic density, and u is the macroscopic velocity.

2.2. LES Model

The subgrid-scale stresses τij is defined by Smagorinsky subgrid model [22]:

τij −
1
3

δijτkk = −2υSij (6)

where δij is the Kronecker delta function, the isotropic part of the Reynolds stress term τkk
is included in the pressure term, the subscripts i and j represent three Cartesian directions.
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Sij is expressed as the rate of large-scale strain tensor given by

Sij =
1
2

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi

)
(7)

The viscosity υ in the Smagorinsky model is defined as:

υ = υ0 + υeddy (8)

where υ0 is the kinematic viscosity, and υeddy is eddy viscosity given by:

υeddy = C∆2∣∣S∣∣ (9)

where ∆ is expressed as the minimum size; C is the Smagorinsky constant, which depends
on the size of the grid, and the value ranges between 0.1 and 0.2.

Relaxation time τLB can be expressed as:

τLB = 3
(

ν0 + C∆2∣∣S∣∣)+ 1
2

(10)

where
∣∣S∣∣ is the intensity of the local filtered stress tensor given by:

∣∣S∣∣ =
√

υ2
0 + 18C∆2

√
∏i,j∏i,j − υ0

6C∆2 (11)

where ∏i,j = ∑
α

cαicαj

∣∣∣ f i − f
eq
i

∣∣∣ is the local nonequilibrium stress tensor.

2.3. Free Surface Model

The free interface between the two phases is solved using the filled fraction α. When α
is 0 or 1, it is expressed as an empty cell or a full cell; when α is close to 1 or 0, it indicates
that the lattice changes between the interface, the liquid, and the gas cell. The mass of the
liquid phase at the interface is given by [23]:

m = α(∆x)3ρ (12)

The interface is tracked by calculating the mass change between the adjacent cells. The
mass balance between the liquid phase and interface lattice is defined by:

∆mi(x, t) =


0 x + ci is gas

f ĩ(x + ci, t)− fi(x, t) x + ci is liquid
α(x+ci ,t)+α(x,t)

2
[

f ĩ(x + ci, t)− fi(x, t)
]

x + ci is interface

 (13)

The mass exchange is directly calculated by the distribution function. The mass
exchange between the two interface lattices should meet the mass conservation as follows:

∆mi(x, t) = −∆mĩ(x + ci) (14)

When m < 0 or m > 0, the interface lattice is respectively transformed into a gas phase
or a liquid phase lattice so that a new interface lattice is formed. The equation of the mass
change of the interface is defined by:

∆m(x, t + ∆t) = ∆m(x, t) +
18

∑
i=0

∆mi(x, t + ∆t) (15)
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3. Establishing and Validating Model
3.1. Calculation

The computation is conducted using the LBM model, which conducted using an
in-house code.

The lattice spacing is set to 2 mm, which results in a total of 800,000 elements in the
LBM model. The time step for these simulations is 0.02 s. The resolved scale is 0.005 m. The
starting time step for these simulations is 0.001 s. The inlet and outlet boundary conditions
in the model are based on the bounce-back condition for the nonequilibrium portion of
the distribution. The constant velocity inlet boundary condition is based on the casting
speed at the inlet of SEN. The pressure outlet condition is applied in these calculations.
The Paraview, an open-source software package, is employed to accomplish simulation
post-processing for transient flow fields and vortex structures induced by different criteria.
Table 1 lists the geometrical SEN and mold cavity, simulation conditions, and operating
parameters considered in the simulation.

Table 1. Simulation conditions considered in the model.

Parameter Value

Mold width (m) 1.2
Mold thickness (m) 0.23

Casting speed (m·min−1) 1.4
SEN submergence depth (mm) 100

SEN port angle (deg) 15◦

SEN port shape Rectangle
SEN port height (mm) 45
SEN port width (mm) 35

Molten steel density (kg·m−3) 7020
Molten steel viscosity (Pa·s) 0.0056

The basic form of wall modeling for LES simply imposes additional constraints on
the eddy viscosity. To reduce overpredicts turbulent viscosity, especially near the wall, the
velocity is calculated using the Van Driest [24] damping function into the length scale to
reflect the nature of such coherent structures in turbulent flow (Re > 10000) inside the mold,
as follows:

L = C∆
[

1− exp
(
−−y+

A+

)]
(16)

where y+ denotes the dimensionless distance, ∆ is the feature length, ∆ = V1/3, and A+ is
a constant.

3.2. Validation

To validate the accuracy of the LBM model, predicted velocity profiles are compared
with previous experimental measurements, and the details of geometry and operating
conditions are available elsewhere [25]. Figure 1 shows the predicted velocity profiles in
the simulation against the time-averaged velocities at different times in the experiment.
The measurements are made along two vertical lines in the center plane at a distance of
51 mm and 102 mm from the SEN, respectively. The results show that the velocity profiles
changes with the distances from the SEN. Simulated velocities profiles at the distance of
51 mm have higher values compared with those at the distance of 102 mm. As can be
seen from the figure, the predicted velocities were in good agreement with measured data.
There are some minor differences at a distance of 102 mm from SEN. This might be due to
uncertainties in the experimental measurements or the averaged results thereof.
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Figure 1. Comparison of predicted velocities in the LBM model and measurements in a water model
at a distance of 51 mm and 102 mm from the SEN [25].

4. Results and Discussion

In a previous paper, transient phenomena and vorticial structures throughout the
mold are characterized using the LBM-LES model. Differing from that previous work,
in the current research, we update the description of the formation, development, and
dissipation of the vortex structures and their effects on turbulence in representative flow
regions of the continuous casting mold in detail, as described herein.

4.1. Evolution of Coherent Vortices

There are multiphase and complex transport phenomena such as flow, heat transfer,
mass transfer, and solidification arising in the mold. These processes with multiphase and
multiscale characteristics are interrelated and interact. Figure 2 schematically shows the
representative flow regions, including SEN outflow, jet flow, and wall flow in the mold of
the continuous caster.
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4.1.1. SEN Outflow

The mold has a submerged bifurcated nozzle with a bottom wall. The molten steel
enters the SEN from the submerged upper pipe of the mold. Multi-scaled vortices inevitably
exist in the turbulent flow of the mold. Figure 3 shows transient coherent vortices inside
the SEN from different views with the Q criterion (Q = 200) given by [26]:

Q = −1
2

∂ui
∂xj

∂uj

∂xi
=

1
2
(
ΩijΩij −ΨijΨij

)
> 0 (17)

where Ωij and Ψij represent the symmetric and antisymmetric components of ∇u, respec-
tively; The vortex structures deduced from the Q criterion are shown in the flow region
(at the middle region), mainly distributed in the upper flow separation point (the upper
corner) and the bottom structure (concave shape) of the SEN, respectively. The internal
structures of the SEN affect the internal flow in this region. The formation of coherent
vortices occurs at the upper corner of the SEN, akin to the flow separation seen at the
backflow step. Coherent vortices then develop toward the SEN outlet, and those are also
concentrated near the concave shape of the SEN bottom. Coherent vortices split into small
vortices and interact, resulting in a complex flow regime within the mold, as shown in
Figure 2 (Region I).
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4.1.2. Jet Diffusion

The jet from the SEN outlet exhibits a “stair-step” oscillation characteristic and de-
velops along the width until it attacks the wall of the mold. The transient jet produces
many large-scale swirling vortices and small-scale vortices in this region. Taking the vortex
structure of the jet flow on the left-hand side of the mold as an example, Figure 4 shows
the development of the vortex structure in the jet flow region across the width of the mold
at different times (Q = 100). The jet flow with specific kinetic energy from SEN forms a
rapidly expanding bulge and develops a vortex ring structure during the jet flow diffusion.
The vortex ring, accompanied by the braided region, also develops along with separated vortex
structures until they reach together the narrow wall of the mold. Furthermore, Figure 5 illus-
trates the shape of the ring structures and their surrounding tangential vectors: vectors rotate
around the vortex ring, which may cause the jet to wobble. Thus, vortex structures with vectors
in the jet flow region can reveal the dynamic characteristics of the jet in the mold.
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4.1.3. Jet Impact

Before the jet impinges on the wall, taking the jet on the left-hand side of the mold as
an example, Figure 6a–c demonstrates the transient impact process of the vortex structure
in the jet flow at different stages. Before the impact of the jet, the head of the jets presents a
“ring-shape” vortex with the rotation vector and connects the “rib-shape” structures in the
middle position of the vortex ring. When the jet impinges on the narrow wall, the “ring”
vortex appears to increase first, and then decreases due to the influence of the wall. The
significant change in the vortex structure occurs and cause strong oscillation. The vortex
ring with the braided region can be divided into two smaller vortex rings at the impact
point. The “rib-shape” structures in the middle of the vortex ring are also broken, and
the “rib-shape” vortices develop together with the vortex ring. It is also found that the
tangential vectors around the upper vortex ring (after separation) tend to point upwards.
In contrast, the lower vortex shows the downward tangential vector thereof. After the
impact of the jet, the upward and downward vortex rings break more complex vortices.
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Figure 6. The transient process of the impact of the vortex structure in the jet flow at the narrow wall
of the mold at different stages: (a) before the impact; (b) during the impact; (c) after the impact.

To describe the relationship between the ring vortex and its surrounding turbulence,
Figure 7 illustrates the effective viscosity of steel along its narrow wall on the center plane
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of the mold. The viscosity distributions are described around the jet flow and the vortex
structures. At the point of the jet impact nearest to the narrow wall, the viscosity around the
vortex at the impact point is more evident. With the impact of the jet and the breaking of the
vortex, the viscosity around the separated vortex decreases accordingly. Combined with
the analysis of Figure 6, the relationship between the vortex structure and the surrounding
viscosity reveals the vortex structure formation and turbulent changes in the jet flow region.
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After the jet impinged on the wall, a turbulent flow formed the two streams in this
region: one flows upwards along the free surface, the other moves downwards to greater
depth in the mold pool. In this typical flow region near the mold wall, the vortex structures
form an asymmetric distribution at the point of impact along the narrow wall of the mold
(Figure 8). One part of the coherent vortices is accumulated near the free surface of the
mold, and the other spreads from the narrow wall towards a lower position, producing
a significant oscillation in the flow within the mold. The results show that the upper and
lower patterns of coherent structures at the impact point are asymmetrical near the wall.
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Various types of vortices structures play an essential role in the development of
turbulence in the mold. In addition to the “ring” and “rib” -like shaped vortices present
in the jets (Figure 6), “horseshoe” vortices are also found in the turbulent flow near the
wall of the mold (Figure 8). To further study the formation of the “horseshoe” vortex in
the turbulent flow, Figure 9 shows the structure of the “horseshoe” vortex near the narrow
wall of the mold. These “horseshoe vortices” consist of the vortex head and its leg. It is
noticed that the vortex head with span-wise vorticity develops upward at an angle of about
45 degrees along the wall. In the movement of the “horseshoe” vortex, the ends of two legs
near the wall gradually stretch and deform along the flow direction. The fluid between the
head and leg forms a strong upward ejection phenomenon, while the fluid at the bottom
of the leg sweeps along the wall direction. Thus, the “horseshoe” vortex is temporally
unstable and promotes the development of turbulence, which leads to the instability of the
flow near the wall of the mold.
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4.2. Comparison of Different Criteria

Vortex identification is based on the idea of function and field theory. The information
of the flow field is then calculated to determine the function, which can describe the vortex
by means of the isosurface. The more commonly used vortex identifications with translation
invariance include the vortex method, Q method, λ2 method (Lambda-2), ∆ method (Delta),
Ω method (Omega), etc. The specific principles and formulas can be found elsewhere [27].
These methods of identifying structures describing the upper and lower flow patterns near
the wall of the mold are described here.

(1) Vorticity method

The vorticity method is the simplest method to describe vortices, but it is difficult to
distinguish the vortices caused by rotations from those caused by shearing (in the boundary
layer). The structure of the isosurfaces of vorticity magnitude varies with the threshold.
Figure 10 displays the typical flow of the upper and lower streams near the wall of the
mold formed by the jet impingement using a vorticity w of 10. The vorticity distribution
exhibits substantially symmetrical distribution characteristics. However, it is difficult to
identify the vortex structure, especially in a typical flow process.
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(2) Q method

The Q method is the classic method, with a low computational burden, giving accurate
results. Generally, an isosurface value with Q > 0 is selected as the vortex. Figure 11 shows
the vortex structures of the upper and lower streams with the jet flow (velocity isosurface
v = 0.3 m/s) near the wall of the mold formed by the jet impingement using a Q criterion
(Q = 10). The vortex structure exhibits asymmetric distribution characteristics, and various
vortex structures can be determined in a typical flow process.
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(3) λ2 method

Compared with the Q method, the λ2 method is derived from the inviscid and in-
compressible transport equation using the lowest point of local pressure to determine the
position of the vortex. The formula is more complicated. Generally, a specific isosurface
value with λ2 < 0 is selected as the vortex. Figure 12 shows the vortex structure distribution
of the upper and lower streams near the wall of the mold using the Lambda-2 criterion
λ2 = 10: the vortex structure exhibits asymmetric characteristics.
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(4) ∆ method

A vortex core is a region of space where the vorticity is sufficiently strong to cause the
rate-of-strain tensor to be dominated by the rotation tensor, i.e., the velocity gradient tensor
has complex eigenvalues. The eigenvalues that are complex can be determined by looking
at the sign of the discriminant of the characteristic equation. Generally, the isosurface of
any ∆ > 0 is selected as the vortex. Figure 13 presents the vortex structures of the upper and
lower streams near the wall of the mold formed by the jet impingement using the ∆ = 200.
The results show that the distributions of vortex structure are akin to those induced by the
other methods.

(5) Omega method

The Omega (Ω) method is the latest generation of vortex identification methods with
the characteristics of normalized thresholds. The Ω method and the Q method formulae
are similar, and the thresholds of the Ω method are normalized on (0, 1), exhibiting both
strong and weak eddies. The vortex structure of Ω magnitude varies with the threshold.
Figure 14 shows the vortex structures of the upper and lower streams near the wall formed
by the jet impingement using the Ω criterion of the thresholds of 0.49, 0.51, 0.53, 0.55, 0.57,
and 0.59. By adjusting the Ω thresholds, the method can determine a typical flow structure
in the continuous casting mold. The excess region of the vortex structure appears at the
bottom of the mold in Figure 14a at Ω = 0.49, which is inconsistent with the typical flow
structure selected in the current simulation. Figure 14b–e shows typical vortex structures
in the range of different Ω values from 0.51 to 0.57; however, the partial-jet regions at both
sides of the SEN are cut off at Ω = 0.59, which are undesired jet flow structures (Figure 14f);
therefore, Ω should be selected from the range of 0.51 to 0.57 as an appropriate value of the
criterion, which is in agreement with the recommendation Ω = 0.52 [27].
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4.3. Periodic Flow

By comparing different methods of vortex structure identification, it is sufficient to
obtain the distribution of the vortex structures using the Q criterion in this simulation
because other methods are computationally expensive and do not have obvious advantages
compared to the Q criterion. In this section, the oscillation flow and the evolution of the
vortex structure induced by the Q criterion and corresponding turbulence are studied
quantitatively. Figure 15a–c illustrates the evolution of coherent vortices near the narrow
wall of the mold when the turbulence is fully developed. The evolution of the coherent
vortices is divided into the following stages:

(1) Asymmetric stage: In addition to the asymmetric distribution at the point of impact
on the mold wall, coherent vortices are asymmetrically distributed on both sides of the SEN.
The vortices structures on the left side of the SEN nozzle are distributed along the wall
toward the center of the pool, while those accumulate near the free surface on the right;

(2) Transformation stage: the vortex structures on the left side of the SEN shift to the
right, and they are symmetrically distributed on both sides of the SEN within a short period
of time;

(3) Mirror stage: The vortex structures of the SEN present a mirror image distribution.
The vortex structures on the left side of the SEN move towards the free surface, while those
on the right diffused along the sidewall towards the center of the pool at greater depth.

At the time of full development of turbulence, the symmetrical distribution of the
circulation at the initial time (Figure 11) becomes asymmetrical (Figure 15), which agrees
well with the asymmetric flow seen experimentally. The exchange processes repeat until
the next cycle, accompanied by the formation, development, and dissipation of coherent
structures. The results of vortex structures show that the asymmetric pattern of coherent
structures flows near the wall of the mold exchanges at the upper region on both sides of
the SEN, reflecting the periodic flow in the mold.

This phenomenon of flow pattern exchanges in the upper mold may be related to the
mechanism of the crossflow between the SEN wall and mold width. For a bifurcated
jets flow, Lawson et al. [28,29] also found that this crossflow between SEN wall and
mold width is necessary for the presence of self-sustained oscillations in the mold. A
schematic illustration of left and right-hand monitoring lines at both sides and Point A in
the horizontal crossflow of the SEN is shown in Figure 16. Based on this, the turbulence in
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asymmetrical coherent vortices on both sides of the mold and the periodic characteristics
via crossflow in the mold are studied.
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Figures 17–19 show the effective viscosities of the turbulent flow along the centerline at
both sides of the mold at corresponding different stages (Figure 15). The turbulent viscosity
of flow near the wall of the mold also exhibits asymmetric characteristics. Figure 17 shows
the asymmetric viscosity at both sides, where the viscosity on the left is higher than that
on the right. Figure 18 shows that the trends of viscosity distribution are consistent on
both walls of the mold. Figure 19 demonstrates a mirror image of the viscosity distribution,
where the viscosity on the right is higher than that on the left. It is noteworthy that the
viscosity first increases, then decreases, and finally increases again at the left or right wall:
it can be inferred that the viscosity is related to wobbles in the jet flow upon impact. The
turbulent flow (viscosity) can reflect changes in asymmetric vortex structures and flow
patterns (via crossflow) inside the mold.
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Figure 19. Effective viscosity of the turbulent flow along the centerline at both sides of the mold at
the mirror stage.

To quantify the periodic flow and in the mold, the horizontal velocities of the crossflow
are analyzed by monitoring at point A via crossflow between the SEN wall and mold width.
A fast Fourier transform (FFT) is conducted on the horizontal velocities to obtain a frequency
graph representing the effect of each frequency of the spectrum on the amplitude of the
signal. The range of amplitude distribution of each frequency in the signal is explained
by a finite set of data. In this study, the data are sampled every 0.02 s from the simulation
results, and the collected data are 2000 within 30 s. The total time and the sampling interval
are kept the same. Figure 20 shows that the frequency of horizontal crossflow is converted
by FFT when the casting speed is 1.3 m/min and the SEN immersion depth is 90 mm.
Flow oscillation frequencies are mainly concentrated in the range of 0.3 Hz. There are also
many different frequencies (0.26 Hz, 0.60 Hz, 0.78 Hz, and 1.28 Hz) observed; it is noted
that the peak frequency is 0.26 Hz which represents the flow-oscillation frequency, and
the corresponding amplitude exceeds 0.21. The crossflow shows two main components of
periodic behavior. The frequency approaching 0.5 Hz is in the low-frequency range. The
frequency approaching 1.0 Hz is an intermediate frequency, revealing that the oscillations
are not a simple combination of frequency modes of crossflow in the mold.
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5. Conclusions

An LBM coupled with the LES model is implemented to simulate the transient flow in
the mold. From the results, the major conclusions are drawn as follows:

(1) Flow separation occurs at both the upper separation and the lower concave of the
SEN, leading to the accumulation of coherent vortices in these regions and intensifying the
oscillations of the jet from the SEN outlet. Various vortex structures with different directions
are demonstrated during jet impingement, including the ring, rib, and horseshoe-shaped
vortices found in the simulation, resulting in complex turbulent flow near the mold wall;

(2) At the initial time, the pattern of coherent structures on both sides of SEN showed
a substantially symmetrical distribution, while at the time of full development of the
turbulence, the circulations of coherent structures turn into an asymmetrical pattern in
the mold. The evolution of the coherent vortices is divided into the following stages:
(I) Asymmetric stage: the vortex structures are asymmetrically distributed at the upper
and lower point of impact on the mold wall, except for vortex vortices distributed on both
sides of the SEN; (II) Transformation stage: the vortex structures on the left side of the SEN
shift to the right; (III) Mirror stage: the vortex structures of the SEN present a mirror image
distribution;

(3) Different vortex criteria, including the vortex method, Q method, λ2 method
(Lambda-2), ∆ method (Delta), and Ω method (Omega), are compared. The vortex struc-
tures derived from these methods are similar. The value of the Ω model is adjusted within
the range of 0.51 to 0.57 as an appropriate threshold for the criterion in this study, which is
consistent with the recommended value of Ω = 0.52.

(4) The turbulent viscosity of flow near the wall of the mold also exhibits asymmetric
characteristics. It can be inferred that the viscosity can reflect changes in asymmetric
vortices structures and flow patterns (via crossflow), as reflected in the periodical flow in
the mold. Flow oscillation frequencies are mainly concentrated in the range of 0.3 Hz in this
simulation. The oscillations are not simple combinations of frequency modes of crossflow
inside the mold.
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